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An Xerox researcher has an issue he wants to discuss with a colleague, so he steps across the room from his office. As two of them brain on a whiteboard, a third colleague notices their activities and decides to release in. She left the meeting after a few minutes, then there's an idea she thinks could help. He jots it down on a post-it note
and leaves it on one of the polls. Interactions like this happen all day in workplace around the world. What makes these particular interactions different is that the three workers are thousands miles apart. They work in virtual Office, walk down virtual layers, write on a virtual whiteboard. Post-read notes? You guess it: virtual. These Xerox
researchers are working in Jupiter, the most exotic and advanced collection of community-based systems under the development of the Palo Alto Alto Research Center (PARC). There are no Jupiter errors for traditional technology compliance. It is not about e-mail, relationship databases, or other information systems that help people
organize and access reality. Jupiter is a social system – a network location designed to allow colleagues, regardless of physical location, to share and create ideas. Jupiter is virtual social reality, says John Wely Brown, PARC's director and chief scientist Xerox. It's a system to support the organizational leader. Jupiter is the task of a
handful of PARC researchers led by Curtis Pavel, a 35-year-old computer scientist. It has long hair and a beard and works out of a crowded, kibbyhole-like office – just what you'd expect from PARC. In fact Curtis is something of a culture figure in computer circles, a hacker best-known for his terrestrial work on MUDs (Multi-User
Dungeons) and MOOs (MUDs, object-oriented), two of the Internet's strongest technology and dynamic technology. MUDs were created at the end of 1970s to support interactive adventure games. Participants build their own electronic world, adopt new identities, dig for treasures, or fight wars. As MUDs got more elaborate, players used
to write software to make their games more exciting. MUDs have become a programming tool. MOOs are a subset of MUDs. They use object-oriented programs to make the code-writing easier and the environment more robust. Curtis himself is best-known as the creator of LambdaMOO, which he revealed in January 1991. LambdaMOO
is a virtual world inhale primarily by college students. Participants play games, discuss homework, and interact in ways that students everywhere react. LambdaMoo is an enough community, albeit one built on hundreds of thousands of computer lines, most of it written by its members. MOOs are very complling, says Curtis, who has
LambdaMOO identity is Archwizard Haakon. They engage people in a very active way. He says it's not all that great a leap to college students discussing duties of engineers crossing ideas about new products. So was born Jipter.On the computer screen of the in me the window range that conjoins the memory of the Hollywood Squares
or the opening credits of the Brady Bunch. Occupy these squares, though, are ordinary people-looking in ordinary offices — looking at what people do: sitting at their desks, talking on the phone, hitting on their computer keyboard. They are Xerox researchers and engineers among the daily activities. They are those who work in Jipiter.Ki
distinguished Jupiter from traditional computer systems is what bases it in the physical world. Jupiter's room offers circulation on what kind of behavior is appropriate. A dispute over one private office discussion is more informal than that, say, discussion groups in one of Jupiter's virtual laboratories. And people are not free to access their
colleagues at will. Each video square has an icon indicating how interoperable someone wants to be. An open door means colleagues should feel free to double-click and enter. A containment is an electronic no-disrupt sign. People want to be limited, says John Wely Brown. They want to know what to expect from them. So different social
protocols get tangled in different places. It gives you the feeling of being 'grounded' and a willingness to communicate in natural ways. Equally as important as these social protocols are the jupiter tools incorporated to enable productive collaboration and focused conversations. Jupiter's virtual whiteboards, fax machines, tape recordings,
and messenger systems provide all the functionality of the physical tools – but without limitation. I was watching Jipiter from the outside – now it's time to step inside and become a player. I'm late for a meeting with someone on the other side of the building. I clicked to square it and see it on the phone. So I typed a note to let him know me
on my way. I drag the note to his window and click. These words, You pass the note to Mike appeared on the screen – the narrative produced by the omniscient Greek korus, event-driven program that provides a comment running on the action. Mike is still on the phone. Give me a wave and ges to come. Fewer than 60 people now use
Jupiter, mostly researchers at PARC and its sister lab in Grenoble, France, as well as engineer Xerox in Rochester, New York. But for this core group, the system has become an essential part of their day-to-day work experience. A team of engineers report that Jupiter played a major role in how they protoimed a new product, an internet
bill and credit-authorization system. Most everyone uses it for routine activities such as tracking down hard-to-reach colleagues. And people look forward to the brain serendipity Jupiter allows, as the striking of a friend takes a break in the room - a friend who happens to be on the other side of the country. Jipiter is still an experience, not
quite ready for the first time. But his technical headaches are becoming less pain every day. Meanwhile, in Jupiter continues to grow. We've never tried to acquire users, Curtis says. Instead we had the 'disaster problem' success – people keep coming at us and saying they really want to use it. So Curtis and his colleagues are working on
strategy rolls. This fall, PARC plans to release a version of Jipiter designed to run on personal computers – opening it up to a larger population inside Xerox. Curtis is looking forward to it: That's when we'll learn what these systems are really good for. Debra Feinstein (debra@loop.com) writes about technology and innovation from
Topanga Canyon, California. TechRadar is supported by its audience. When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more Laptops, netbooks, Ultrabooks, PC and Macs, perferals and techRadar software newsletters up to get breaking news, reviews, views, analysis and more, more hot tech
deals! Thanks for signing up to TechRadar. You will receive an email verification shortly. There was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again. No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your details without your permission. Improve score-taking skills and dictate you with Listen and Write
websites. As opposed to most typist applications, which require you to copy the words you see on-screen, Listen and Write play back audio clips of current event and ask you to transcrifice the content. Sometimes the application is a little too upset about spelling — especially in proper names – but that could be a great tool for cause up for
taking better and faster notes at conferences or meetings. On the other hand, if you'd like your computer to dictate what you're saying, we've got you covered there, too. You've been talking to (or crying in) Your Windows PC for years, but unless you wanted to... Read more and write [through Digital Inspiration] I've been blinging my first
job from college to headquarters to a major computer manufacturer. As part of my orientation, the human resources manager took me on a trip to the entire facility, including the factory floor. It was there that I first started to understand the shepherd's enthusiasm of the tasks involved in doing computers. Hundreds of people mourn in
forehead, assemble parties, assemble elements, at a hum stop of activities designed to safeguard our desire for digital tools and games. It's almost hard to believe that the end result of all that works and material costs, at most, maybe a couple of thousand dollars. Seeing it up close not only helped me appreciate the materials that go to
each machine, but also the sweat and hard work of every person on the factory lines. Arthur, Charles. PC Sales Dip Year-on-Year as Ultrabooks Fail to Stave Off Economic Woes. The Guardians. July 12, 2012. (Sept. 7, 2012) Charles. How Seeds Feed the Future PC - But Might Be the Savior Computer. The Guardians. April 25, 2012.
(Sept. 7, 2012) Mike. How the Motherboards Did: A modern electronic miracle. Techradar.com 15, 2010. (Sept. 7, 2012) Sal. WD Factory Tour shows How Hard Drives are Manufactured. Geek.com. 16 Fev, 2010. (Sept. 7, 2012) Jenny and Charles Ho. The Black Side of Cyberspace: Inside the Sweatshops of China's Laptop Production.
PCGlobal.org December 2008. (Sept. 7, 2012) 2).pdfClay, Jason. Forest Trail: Change the way you think about your Laptop. The Guardians. Oct. 4, 2011. (Sept. 7, 2012) Mike. How Motherboards Are Made: A Gigabyte Factory Tour. PCSTATS. 28, 2008. (Sept. 7, 2012) Rete. Building a Blade Server: Tour of Factory HP. GigaOM. Sept.
29, 2008. (Sept. 7, 2012) News. From Sand to Silicon - The Making of a Chip. Nov. 11, 2011. (Sept. 7, 2012) . Introduction to Computers. (Sept. 7, 2012) . Introduction to Computers. (Sept. 7, 2012) . Manufacturing. (Sept. 7, 2012) Anurag. How Death Conquered India. CNN Money. Feb. 10, 2011. (Sept. 7, 2012) Kenneth. Foxconn shows
why Apple Devices will never be made in America. Forbes. Feb. 25, 2012. (Sept. 7, 2012) Manju. Computer branded Now as cheap assemble. Mid-Day.com June 2, 2009. (Sept. 7, 2012) Richard. How PC can be made: In-Win Factory Tour. Bit-Tech.net April 19, 2009. (Sept. 7, 2012) Martyn. UN Study: Think Upgrade Before purchasing
a new PC. InfoWorld. March 7, 2004. (Sept. 7, 2012)
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